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at 
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and 
Day-Use Camps 

Last May representatives from public and private agen
cies met at Shenandoah National Park, Virginia, for a 
three-day consultation on the use of camping for envi
ronmental education. The consultation was held to ana
lyze environmental education and to make recommenda
tions for incorporating it into camping experiences. 

Composed of six task groups, the meeting brought 
together specialists from the American Camping Asso
ciation, the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation, the National 
Education Association, the American Association for 
Health, Physical Education and Recreation, the National 
Park Service and 61 other organizations. 

This article is based on reports prepared by the task 
groups and presented to the representatives at large. It 
contains recommendations for developing and expand
ing environmental education programs at resident and 
day-use camps. 

Man is constantly learning about and relating to the 
world in which he lives. Educational theorists support 
the belief that one's perception of the world is shaped by 
the quality, quantity and variety of his experiences. To 
achieve a broad perception of the world, the educational 
process should not be limited to the confines of a class
room. Instead, it should use a multitude of environments, 
materials and resources—both physical and human. 

As perception, environmental awareness is a contin
uum of experiences. It is exposure to and learning about 
the roles humans play in creating and destroying envi
ronmental integrity. 

Although environmental education can be taught in a 
classroom or on television, there is an almost universal 
acceptance of the camping experience as an environ
mental educator. Both day trip and resident activities 
offer advantages over the classroom process. The more 
obvious of these include: 

• The exposure of participants to new situations and 
environments. 

• The opportunity to involve whole families in the 
experience. 

• The possibility of dealing with local issues through 
use of local facilities. 

• The opportunity to involve local residents and ex
perts in programs. 

• The reinforcement of classroom learning through 
outdoor application. 

• The opportunity to utilize short time periods for 
compacted experiences. 

But, before developing a resident outdoor educational 
program, several significant social factors should be 
considered. 

Perhaps one of the greatest phenomenons of our cul
ture today is the mobility of the citizenry. People move 
from one community to another; families travel around 
the country in tents and trailers; and the percentage of 
the populace traveling abroad has soared. Because of 
this, camps will have to accommodate those who are 
mobile as well as the local townspeople. 

Another social phenomenon is the progression toward 
the 12-month school year. Already many school systems 
are projecting 12-month use of their buildings and some 
legislatures are considering adopting the 12-month 
school year. Future camp planning should include provi
sions for 12-month sleeping, recreational and education
al facilities for staff and campers. 

The most far-reaching social movement of this decade 
is probably the push for zero population growth (ZPG). 
The eventuality of ZPG will produce a shift in the average 
age of the population from youth to middle age. As the 
youth population of camps declines consideration will 
have to be given to accommodations for families and the 
elderly. 

Facilities, then, should be planned with these factors in 
mind: 

Use. Multipurpose, year-round facilities can enhance 
the environmental education phase. A single structure 
with several purposes can serve many situations such as 
sleeping/meeting rooms, eating/meeting areas, recrea
tion/learning areas, and summer/winter use for different 
programs. Site and land multi use can accommodate 
more than one program at a time. 

Size. The size of structures should be related to the 
purpose of the program and should provide buffer zones 
between program areas and between the camp and the 
outside limits of the camp. The size of a facility will be 
determined by adjacent land use. 

Carrying capacity. The land has to withstand any dam
aging effects of the programs. The topography of the 
land has to fit the buildings (conversely, also) and the 
land has to have the capacity to provide and absorb 
needed resources such as water and waste products. 

Programs. Location of population centers can deter
mine what the program objectives will be. A camp near a 
major metropolitan area can provide city-oriented expe-
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riences and one located in the farm regions can relate 
environmental awareness more directly to farming. Facil
ities located within one to three hours of a large city can 
also reasonably expect to utilize some city resources for 
their programs. Also, the availability of continuing lead
ership training and other programs related to increasing 
the environmental awareness of the staff members 
should be considered. Camp sites close to cities or uni
versities will have advantages over those located far from 
such institutions. 

Climate. Weather is a factor in that wind, shade, site 
orientation, direction of sunlight and frequency of 
storms and inclement weather can be either advanta
geous or disadvantageous. 

Setting. Is it related to program objectives? Does it 
provide natural beauty? A view? Is there an alternation 
between open space and forested areas? Any camp 
which expects to provide experiences relating to envi
ronmental awareness or education should contain or be 
accessible to the largest variety of natural ecosystems 
possible. Maximum utilization of the natural conditions 
of the site should always be foremost. 

Leisure time. Today there are two types of leisure time. 
Shorter work weeks for the worker/producer (creating 
the four- and three-day work weeks) represent the first 
type. This can be either a blessing or dead weight to 
those affected. Enforced leisure time represents the oth
er type—the person on welfare, the person without the 
skills to find work, and the aid-to-dependent-children 
(ADC) mother. Camping can offer facilities and leader
ship so that these persons will be aware and avail them
selves of opportunities for environmental education 
which historically have not been theirs. 

Population. Recent studies indicate a sharp decrease 
in the US birth rate. If the current percentage of youth 
attracted to camping remains the same, the population 
decrease will begin to have an effect on camping within a 
short period of time. Fewer camps will be needed. 

It would appear that camps have several options open 
to them in anticipating this decrease. One of these is 
finding ways of attracting a larger percentage of the 
youth population to camping. Facilities which are invit
ing and fresh, which creatively use the setting and allow 
for the most effective use of staff and program possibili
ties will aid in this. Environmental education must be 
seen as the "lock, stock and barrel" of the facilities. 

Land management. Will Rogers said many years ago, 
"You better take care of the land, they ain't making it no 
more." Today it also ain't available no more. Land specu
lators have, for all practical purposes, taken available or 
desirable land out of the reach of camp people. This 
means the era of the "pioneer ethic" in the nation is over. 
It also means that land which is already in campers' 
hands must be used more adequately. It means that 
campers and camps can no longer live in isolation from 
the larger community around them. The camps will have 
to start working within their communities to provide for 
future expansion of land. They will have to begin working 
with governmental agencies. It means becoming in
volved in regional land and water planning and invento
rying the land around sites. Parks, forests, farm land, 
abandoned strip mines and city dumps will have to be 
examined. The camping site becomes a base fortraining 
and yet there is always the possibility of moving out onto 
nearby lands for additional utilization for the environ
mental educational process. 

Programs 

The site and facilities provide only half of the needed 

tools for an effective environmental education program. 
The program itself must be equally quantitative. For resi
dent camps to provide a meaningful experience, the 
camp director should be responsible for devising ways in 
which his camp can establish environmental education 
goals. Staff and campers should be given opportunities 
for working toward these goals, such as helping campers 
feel at home in the camping environment, providing ac
tivities which show man as an integral part of his natural 
element, developing environmental awareness, self-per
ceiving and communicating on behalf of all members of 
the camp community. 

Campers should be given help in recognizing their in
terdependence with others and their natural environ
ment. Environmental awareness can be used as a stimu
lus for relating the individuals to their life styles. A camp 
should be seen as a microcosm of the world so that the 
lessons learned there can be expanded to wider hori
zons, developing a sense of responsibility or stewardship 
within the individual toward his total environment. 
Camps can develop in each camper the idea of the camp
ers becoming a "change agent" and providing him with 
opportunities for developing alternatives and ways of 
implementing them. 

By using a variety of habitats, the camp can help camp
ers develop an understanding of such concepts as inter
dependence, diversity, adaptation and change. 

As individuals begin to realize that each one of them 
has a part to play, different life styles become important. 
Camp experiences should leave room for spontaneity 
and instill in users an acceptance for others and an ap
preciation for what each can bring to the group. 

The program should suit each participant's needs and 
utilize the best from all disciplines and organizations 
without adopting programs and policies which have 
failed elsewhere. A monthly calendar of environmental 
education opportunities should be developed which is as 
specific as possible for the local area. 

While a variety of approaches may be used in different 
camps, every effort should be made to make camp pro
grams active rather than passive, multisensory and par
ticipatory. Directors should endeavor to do those things 
in the camp setting which can best be done there. Trans
planting city or regular school approaches and methods 
to the out-of-doors is to be avoided. Efforts and experi
mentation can be used to assure maximum transfer of 
this learning to the home environment, thereby bridging 
the gap between camp and home. 

Leaders must be sensitive to and aware of the environ
ment. Their enthusiasm will exhibit a real appreciation of 
environmental education. The staff can reflect the com
munity by including young, old, male, female and mem
bers of different ethnic groups and creeds. Each member 
should work together toward constructive change in the 
camp's own environmental practices. They should—by 
their own example—provide the proper role models for 
campers. The environmental education specialist serves 
as a resource and guide to the director and other staff 
members. 

To achieve the optimum effect of an environmental 
education program there must be a team approach. The 
entire staff has to display an openness and a willingness 
to listen. Both the formal program and the informal learn
ing program (through other activities such as day trips, 
athletics, etc.) can all reinforce that awareness and care 
for the environment; but, to do this, the entire staff has to 
be committed to this effort. 

Continual training for key leaders as well as the entire 
staff will have to be provided if the awareness and sensi

tivity to the environment are to occur in more than just a 
few campers. Without this training, the staff will not be 
able to support and supplement the effort of the field 
specialists. 

In order to accomplish this, each camp must have 
available an up-to-date master plan of the site, a record 
of past experiences and practices, a land usage plan, 
environmental goals and objectives so that new staff 
members can familiarize themselves with the environ
mental education program and its possibilities and limi
tations. The specialist must be afforded time onsite in 
advance of the start of any programs and before the reg
ular staff training begins. 

In addition to natural resources, instructional materials 
can often facilitate learning in the outdoor environment. 
Regardless of what is developed or who develops it, in
structional materials will always need to be adapted to 
the social situation and this is best done by the individual 
teachers. 

Developing such materials, though, does not insure 
they will be used properly—or at all. New instructional 
materials which seem useful or have educational poten
tial should be introduced in a staff-development pro
gram. Such an approach not only acquaints teachers 
with the material and how to use it, but also increases the 
likelihood that the tools will be used. Teachers should be 
instructed in ways of correlating educational experi
ences in the natural environment with situations in the 
student's home environment. This will help students see 
and understand the interdependence and interrela
tionships which exist in the world. 

Teachers should also be able to use inquiry techniques 
to facilitate discovery by students. In the classroom it is 
the teacher who has the primary instructional responsi
bility. This is a logical corollary of the teacher's greater 
contact with and knowledge of the students. 

In the outdoor classroom this also holds true. The 
teacher should have the major responsibility for instruc
tional activities for the same reasons. His greater knowl
edge of the students needs and capabilities plus his con
tinued contact with the students enhances the chances 
for meaningful preparation and follow-up. This, however, 
underscores the need for appropriate staff development 
activities which will give the teacher the capability and 
confidence to maximize outdoor experiences. 

The emphasis on the importance of the classroom 
teacher in the residential outdoor education program 
does not negate the contributions of the resident out
door education specialist, consultant or other resource 
personnel, but places them in a positive supporting role 
to that of the classroom teacher. This assumption of re
sponsibilities is essential if the outdoor education pro
gram is to be a logical part of a broader environmental 
education curriculum. 

Along with all this, evaluation and record keeping are 
essential requirements for any environmental education 
program. Specific efforts should be made to develop a 
continuum of activities which will involve the campers in 
a feedback of information. This helps to assess the use
fulness of the program and forms the basis for revisions 
and change. 

Staff observations of campers, changes in campers' 
attitudes and behavioral patterns and the evidence of a 
surfacing of ecological concern provide other indicators 
of increased program effectiveness. Parents and com
munity leaders can also be asked to provide feedback as 
to the carry-over of the camp experiences to the home. 

Each camp should identify sources of help in the local 
community and use those sources for material. The 

sources can also be developed into a part of the feed
back system. 

Facilities 

The best facilities for effective environmental learning 
are those that compromise the natural environment the 
least. People need the opportunity to enjoy and respond 
to the environment in a condition as close to its natural 
state as possible. They can learn about ecosystems (es
pecially animal components) better when there is mini
mal disturbance; they respond to teaching and are able 
to identify relationships better in a natural setting than in 
a contrived one; they can learn effectively by example 
and a beautiful natural setting can stimulate receptivity 
to the environment and development of an aesthetic ap
preciation under the guidance of appropriate leadership. 

Facilities should maximize the quality of the human 
experience by combining with the land to provide oppor
tunities for solitude and introspection; by providing a 
comfortable and pleasant living arrangement as well as 
effective traffic flow, and by allowing and stimulating 
small group experiences which provide greater interac
tion between leaders and campers, between campers 
and their environment and between peer groups. 

The facilities used should also enhance the quality of 
learning by providing conditions for a variety of learning 
activities, by contributing toward the development of a 
commitment to protect the environment, by providing 
technical aids to be used wisely and creatively in learning 
about, interpreting and understanding the environment, 
and by providing learning experiences which contribute 
to the understanding of the relationships between and 
the impact of technology on the environment. 

In constructing buildings on a suitable site, considera
tion of local resources is necessary. Use of indigenous 
materials such as stone or timber is preferable. Also, use 
of local talent and cooperation is a definite asset in pro
jects of this sort as the ecology of an area can then be 
directly related to residents of that area through their 
cooperation and support of the project. 

Nearby cultural, industrial, commercial and resort fa
cilities should be identified and cataloged. Once a site 
has been selected, or a program begun, the inclusion of 
these other nearby resources into the program can pro
duce a two-way effect. Here camp participants can learn 
about local environmental problems and local communi
ty members, businessmen and workers can experience a 
higher level of environmental awareness through their 
role as teachers to the campers. 

Although the natural environment serves as the major 
educational laboratory in any program of outdoor stud
ies, there are man-made facility possibilities which can 
greatly enhance the site and the program. Recognizing 
the uniqueness of the resident program for environmen
tal education, educators and planners should attempt to 
combine the most significant qualities of the man-made 
and natural into facilities which will best serve the needs 
of the users. 

The resident camp experience offers community living 
and sharing experiences not usually found in the tradi
tional school setting, so school camp facilities must be 
developed which will foster a secure and "easy" feeling 
among the campers and teachers. Teachers and stu
dents must be comfortable in the setting. The facility 
ought to help teachers in their personal and professional 
growth (e.g., the living quarters for teachers should be 
reasonably comfortable and private, and yet be placed in 
such a way as to enable the teachers to share in other
wise isolated student experiences). 
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A multi-purpose social or meeting room should be de
signed to comfortably accommodate not only the camp
ers and teachers, but also those community groups (PTA, 
Lions, etc.) which support the program. In this manner, 
there is again opportunity for a two-way exchange of en
vironmental awareness between campers and the local 
community. 

Camp facilities should be designed and utilized with 
the idea of fostering sociological values. Facilities 
should provide for communal inclusiveness. They should 
say "join us," and be built so as not to be a threat to any 
social interaction. 

There is a need for positive parental images in many 
segments of American society today. Facilities, there
fore, should permit parents and other interested com
munity adults to share living experiences with youngs
ters—in effect showing parenthood. 

Design of sleeping and eating quarters should provide 
participants with choices of cooperation, independence 
but reliance or solitude. Food service chores and house
keeping duties can become important experiences in let
ting the human beings relate to each other. 

Facilities could even be provided so that adult mem
bers could develop their own para-professional educa
tional skills. Parents and counselors can be prompted to 
work together in this regard. 

Vocational and avocational alternatives can be built 
into any program or facility. Farming or forest manage
ment, for example, can be presented as educational, 
vocational and recreational components of the program. 

Facilities can support and encourage the personal and 
emotional growth of the participants. Coed living experi
ences can foster greater cooperation in later life. Having 
the young assist the elderly, and vice versa, will create an 
ageless understanding of ecology. 

Living quarters should accommodate not only the tra
ditional school groups, but the elderly, adults, handi
capped and mentally retarded. In addition, the facilities 
should be attractive to adherants of some of the newer 
life styles which are now being tried—ideas like com
munal living among young adults. 

Although facilities are normally planned to provide for 
group social needs, they must also be able to provide for 
solo experiences, for individual reflection, self review 
and introspection. Reading corners can be easily provid
ed in most structures and music rooms are especially 
suitable for this purpose. 

Day Use 

As already stated, resident camp experiences are prob
ably the most rewarding in terms of meaning and fulfill
ment to the participant. However, there are many occa
sions when resident camping experiences cannot be 
provided—in those cases, the day-trip can be used as an 
effective educational medium. 

The day use program involves the greatest number of 
persons in the shortest time span. The experience is also 
less complex and therefore less threatening to teachers 
in terms of preparation and follow-up. And, because the 
trip can be varied—ranging from outings to nature cen
ters to power generating stations—it can accommodate 
a greater number of individual differences in the partici
pants. The experience is also considerably less costly 
than the resident camping experience and therefore will 
appeal to and accommodate more persons. 

Day use facilities can be divided into three major cate
gories. Specialized areas. Developed for and primarily 
used for outdoor education or environmental education 
programs (day camps, outdoor and environmental edu

cation centers, nature centers, farms, childrens' gardens 
and zoos, and mobile program units). 

Adaptable areas. Designed primarily for other use, but 
including day use environmental education programs 
(resident camps, both organizational and church camps 
and privately owned independent camps, public parks, 
school sites, areas which are in need of rehabilitation 
and therefore lending themselves to project-oriented or 
work/study programs, and mobile units developed for 
the purpose of transporting participants from one area to 
another). 

Community resource areas. Including various sites 
within major metropolitan areas. These can be consi
dered environmental education laboratories and can be 
further defined into four sub-categories. 

• Essential service facilities—water, sewage, power 
plants, health facilities and hospitals. 

• Cultural and recreational services—zoos, museums, 
historical sites and buildings. 

• Natural areas—waterfronts, underdeveloped areas, 
city rehabilitation areas, outlying areas still undevel
oped. 

• Industrial and economic areas—plants, factories, 
urban development sites, landfill sites, construction 
sites and problem areas of the community. 

All three facility categories (specialized, adaptable and 
community resources areas) have certain common prin
cipals which must be kept in mind while using them or 
when planning a day use program. 

Identification. Most day use programs might be occur
ring on sites primarily designed for other purposes. To 
prevent the primary purposes from overshadowing the 
environmental education program, there should be ef
forts made to clarify to the participants the relationship 
of the area being used to the program in which the par
ticipant is engaged. 

Motivation. Adventure, recreation and involvement are 
tremendously important to the accomplishment of the 
primary purpose of education. The attention span of the 
participants should be stretched by involving them 
somehow into the program with active and participatory 
activities. 

Variation. Diverse ecosystems, topography, plant and 
animal life, geology and socio-cultural components al
low a sufficiently varied number of educators to teach 
small groups. These groups can be altered from one 
leader to another in much the same fashion as they 
change classes in school. 

The choice of a program for day use will depend upon 
the availability of the sites to the school and the availabil
ity of leadership to guide the students. 

Environmental education is becoming critically impor
tant and the methods outlined above provide possible 
solutions to local problems in establishing an environ
mental education program or in expanding an already 
functional program. 

As in almost every other discipline, the exact nature of 
the local program will be varied from school to school, 
region to region; however, the general philosophy be
hind any program of environmental studies should re
main the same—that of providing the informational basis 
for understanding the tenuous balance which exists 
between man and his planet and the overwhelming re
sponsibility man has taken upon himself for the steward
ship of the earth. 

—Compiled and edited 
by Chas. R. Redmond III 
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